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Lab 1 -  Getting Started with R
In this lab, we will learn how to use basic features of R development environment in 
Windows.  We will use the RStudio development environment which is more convenient 
to use than the plain-vanilla terminal window of the command prompt (available on Unix, 
OS X as well as Windows).

In this lab, you will see how to perform operations on R sessions from RStudio, such as 
starting and ending your session, saving your workspace and loading objects from other 
workspaces.  You will also learn some basic R commands.     

Part 1 - Set up the Environment
__1. If it is not running, launch RStudio by clicking the short-cut on your Desktop. 

If there is no short-cut on Desktop, create one by pointing it to 
C:\Software\R\bin\rstudio.exe 

Part 2 - The RStudio IDE   
When the RStudio program loads, you are presented with the RStudio IDE  development 
environment.

The centerpiece of the RStudio IDE  development environment is the R console which is 
functionally similar to the command-line terminal window.  The main difference between 
the two types of environments is that the R console in RStudio IDE  is integrated with 
visual controls such as menubar and toolbar buttons that help save time on typing 
underlying commands in the terminal window. 
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Note that during the installation, you are offered a choice between the MDI (Multiple 
Document Interface) and SDI (Single Document Interface) display modes.  Your lab 
machine is setup with the MDI display mode where multiple windows that you or R may 
open reside within a single parent window.  This mode has both advantages and 
drawbacks so after you've tried out the MDI display mode in the class, try to install R in 
SDI display mode and see if it suits your needs better. 

In the R console, you type in commands that are interpreted and executed by the R 
interpreter.   Your interactive commands are submitted to R when you press the Enter 
button.

In our commands below, we will be using the "<-" assignment operator instead of "=". 
Feel free to use the "=" operator instead, if it works better for you.

__1. Type in the following lines in the console at the '>' prompt: 

salaries <-c(45000, 56000, 78000) # base salaries
increase <-5 /100  # 5%
increasedSalaries <-salaries + salaries * increase
print (paste("New salaries are: ", increasedSalaries))

You should get the following result of the operations

[1] "New salaries are:  47250" "New salaries are:  58800"
[3] "New salaries are:  81900"

Let's walk through the commands we just executed one by one.

We used comments (text that goes after the '#' hash sign) to describe the meaning of a 
command.  

The c() function takes a list of elements and returns a vector which is the most popular 
data structure in R.  The salaries object variable points to the location in memory where 
the vector elements are stored.

R supports elements of functional programming which allows us to apply the five percent 
salary increase by manipulating the salaries object variable directly.

The print() function calls the paste() function to help concatenate the string with the 
vector 's elements.

The print()'s output (also referred to as the system out) is sent to console.

The printed lines are prefixed with the ordinal number of the first element of the output 
on each line.

Note: To speed up your typing, you could use the R console's auto-completion feature 
that completes the R keywords and your object names when you press the Tab button.

__2. Enter the following command:
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  ls()

You should see the list of objects so far created in your session.

[1] "increase"  "increasedSalaries" "salaries"  

Note: You could have obtained the same result by using the objects() function which may 
be a bit more user-friendly alias of ls().

__3. In order to get help on the ls() function, enter the following command:

?ls

The RStudio program will start an embedded http web server and display the ls() manual 
page in your default browser.

Note: Getting help information in the HTML format is an installation option in the Help 
Style dialog; the other option is to display help as text.

The R embedded functions take named parameters and the Usage section of the help page 
for ls() shows those parameters along with their default values:

ls(name, pos = -1L, envir = as.environment(pos),
   all.names = FALSE, pattern)

Let's show how we can use the pattern named argument. 

__4.  Enter the following command in the R console 

 ls(pattern='^incr')

This command will instruct R to print all objects in the current session which names start 
with "incr".  Here we use the standard regular character '^' followed by the beginning of 
the object names that, in our case, helps filter out two objects with names starting with 
"incr":

[1] "increase"          "increasedSalaries"

Let's see how we can preserve the session objects and their current state.  For that, we 
will need to save the workspace which is the collection of all objects in the current 
session.
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Part 3 - Working with the R Workspace 
__1. Using Windows Explorer, check if a directory named c:\RW\ exists on your 
computer.  If it does not, go ahead and create it. 

Now let's save our current workspace in that directory. 

The RStudio IDE  you can do this by selecting Session > Save  Workspace As... menu 
bar menu option.  

__2. Select the Session > Save  Workspace As... menu bar option.

The Save Workspace As dialog opens.

__3. Enter c:\RW\wsp1 for file name and click Save. 

RStudio goes ahead and creates the wsp1.RData file in the c:\RW folder which contains 
the necessary current session workspace artifacts and objects in binary format.

Note: In the command-line terminal (or in the RStudio IDE  console), the saving of the 
workspace is done by issuing the following command:

save.image("<PATH_TO_DATA_FILE>.RData")

The reserved file extension for R workspace files is .RData.

When you select the visual control for performing an operation in RStudio IDE , the 
environment issues the corresponding command in console.  So, in our case, the 
command corresponding to saving the workspace is:

save.image("C:\\RW\\wsp1.RData") 

Note: When running R on Windows, you can use the Unix-style  '/' forward slash for the 
path separator or the double back slash '\\' separator.  The latter is necessary as R sees the 
backslash (the Windows path separator)  as an escape character.  

If you want to, you can also save the command history that is done using the History tab 
in the top right-hand pane of the RStudio IDE.  

The command history is saved as a text file .Rhistory.

__4. Type getwd() command to print the current working directory and press Enter 
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Depending on your Windows version, you may have different results.  In Windows 7, you 
would have "C:/Users/<USER_ID>/Documents" printed.

__5. Write down the directory returned by the getwd() command as we will need it later. 

Now let's finish our current session.  You can either type the q() command (short for quit) 
in the console, or use the File menu to exit the environment.

__6. Type q() in the console and press Enter  

You should see the following prompt: 

Save workspace image to ~/.RData? [y/n]: 

__7. Enter y and press Enter

The RStudio IDE  environment shuts down. 

The .RData and .RHistory files (just the extensions with no names) will be saved in 
C:\Users\wasadmin\Documents directory.

__8. Using Windows Explorer, navigate to the directory returned by the getwd() function 
that you wrote down (e.g.  "C:/Users/<USER_ID>/Documents").

You should see the workspace image and the history files saved there.

__9. Start RStudio IDE  again by double clicking the Desktop short-cut .

Since the RStudio executable program starts from the same working directory, it will 
automatically detect the presence and load the previously saved workspace in that 
directory.  

This operation is confirmed by the following message in console: 

[Workspace loaded from ~/.RData]

__10. Type ls() and press Enter 

You should see all the object you worked on before.

__11. Enter the following command:

 print (salaries)

Alternatively, you can simply type salaries and press Enter.

You should see the original vector of salaries you entered at the beginning of the lab: 
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[1] 45000 56000 78000

So this is your data all right.

Now, let's remove all the objects from the current session and then restore them from the 
workspace we saved in the c:\RW\ directory.

__12. Enter the following command: 

rm (increase, increasedSalaries, salaries)

This command will delete all  objects (without asking for confirmation – the Unix style: 
you must know what you are doing) from the current session.

Note: You could also have used this command:

 rm (list = ls())

which is a more general form for deleting all objects (use it with care!).  This command 
forms a list of all available objects with the list = ls() statement and the vector of objects 
so built is passed on to the rm() function for deletion.

__13. Enter the ls() command.  

You should get the following message: 

character(0) 

which tells us that an empty list of objects was returned.

Now, let's restore our session from the workspace file saved in the C:\RW directory.

__14. Select Session > Load workspace menu option from the RStudio menu bar menu 
option. 

The Load Workspace file dialog should open. 

__15. In the Load Workspace dialog, change directory to c:\RW\ and select the 
wsp1.RData file in there. 
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__16. Click Open.

RStudio IDE will respond with this command in console: 

load("C:/RW/wsp1.RData")

which will load the previously saved workspace objects into the current session.

__17. Confirm restoration of objects by executing the ls() command. 

You should see the previously saved objects.

[1] "increase"  "increasedSalaries" "salaries"     

__18. You can also test it a bit deeper by issuing the print (salaries) command . 

You should get back the expected vector of salaries:

[1] 45000 56000 78000

__19. Enter q() 

__20. Enter n in the prompt to save workspace image. 

The RStudio environment should shut down.

__21. Using Windows Explorer, navigate to the working directory that you wrote down 
before (e.g.  "C:/Users/<USER_ID>/Documents")

You should see the workspace image and the history files saved there.

__22. Delete both files.  

__23. Close all.
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This is the last step in this lab.

Part 4 - Review
In this lab, we looked at how to use the R console in RStudio, list and remove objects in 
your current R session as well as saving and restoring workspace objects.
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Lab 2 -  k-Nearest Neighbors Algorithm
k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) is a supervised machine learning algorithm for object 
classification.  In the process of classification, test objects are classified by assigning the 
class label which is most frequent among the k training rows nearest to the test object. 
For calculating the distance between objects, kNN uses the Euclidean distance metric.

Note: 

In Cartesian coordinates, if p and q are two points with coordinates (p1, p2,..., pn) and (q1, 
q2,..., qn) in Euclidean n-space, then the distance from p to q, or from q to p is given by:

 

kNN is insensitive to outliers and does not require the training phase. 

When processing some rich-feature data (data with many attributes), kNN needs an 
extensive amount of CPU and memory resources so make sure you have powerful 
machines with lots of memory.

In this lab, you will learn how apply the kNN algorithm to identify spam emails.  For the 
training data set (which is, in fact, just a filter set) we will use the spambase data set from 
the UCI's Machine Learning Repository 
(http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Spambase).

Note: In text below, terms data frame and data set are used interchangeably.  

Part 1 - Set up the Environment
__1. Using Windows Explorer, copy the C:\LabFiles\spambase.data file over to the 
C:\RW\ directory.

__2. If it is not running, launch RStudio by clicking the short-cut on your Desktop. 

__3. Press Ctrl-L to clear the console.

Part 2 - Understand the spambase Data Set    
To save your time, the spambase files have already been downloaded from the UCI's 
Machine Learning Repository and saved in the C:\LabFiles\ folder:
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spambase.data
spambase.DOCUMENTATION
spambase.names

The actual spam database that we are going to use as a training set is spambase.data;  it 
contains records of known spam and non-spam emails.  

The spambase.names file lists email content elements (such as words and characters) 
used to build the spambase.data data set.  

And the third file is the documentation file.

The spambase.names and spambase.data files are parts of a basic prototype of a spam 
filter that performs email classification into spam / non-spam categories.  

The idea behind the prototype is quite simple: the predefined statistics (e.g. frequencies) 
of words and other elements in the test email(s) are compared (using the kNN algorithm) 
with those of known spam and non-spam emails in the spambase.data database.  In 
addition to word and character frequencies, the prototype incorporates such heuristics as 
the number of uninterrupted sequences of capital letters (like SALE!!!, which is likely to 
be a telltale sign of spam).  

The email content elements in the spambase.names file are encoded in the following 
format:

<TYPE>_<CALC_METHOD>_<TOKEN>

Where 

• TYPE can be any of  word, char or capital

• CALC_METHOD can be any of freq (the frequency of the token in the email) or 
run_length (total number or sequence of letter(s))

• TOKEN is an element of the email being used in email classification

For example, the word_freq_money entry is interpreted by the system as word money 
which frequency in an email must be calculated before applying the spam filter.

For more information, read the spambase.DOCUMENTATION file. 

The spambase.data is in the CSV (Character-Separated Values) format; files in this 
format store tabular data (numbers and text) in plain-text form where values are separated 
by a character (e.g. a comma or tab). 

The following fragment of this file indicates that it uses comma (,) to separate fields:

0,0.64,0.64,0,0.32,(other content omitted for space...)

There are 58 columns (attributes/variables) in each of its 4601 rows.  The first 57 
columns are the results of calculating the statistics (frequencies, et. al.) of email content 
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elements and the last (58th) column denotes whether the e-mail was considered spam (1) 
or non-spam (0).

The data was compiled and manually classified using real personal emails of the authors 
of the data set. The records in the data set have the following class distribution:

Spam:       39.4% - the first 1813 records in the data set
Non-Spam:   60.6% - the remaining 2788 records 

Part 3 - Import the SPAM Data Set    
__1. Enter the following command in the R console: 

all <- read.csv("C:/RW/spambase.data", header=FALSE)

This command will read the spambase.data file in the CSV format into a data frame 
named all with rows (cases) corresponding to lines and columns (variables) to fields in 
the spambase.data file. 

The header named variable is a logical value that indicates whether the source file 
contains the names of the variables as its first line.  In our case, we don't have a header in 
the spambase.data file.

Let's verify that all records have been read from the file.

__2.  Enter the following command:

nrow(all)

You should see the following result which corresponds to the number of records in the 
source file:

[1] 4601

Part 4 - Data Priming
Now that we have imported the content of the spambase.data file as a data frame 
referenced by the all object, we need to do some data priming.  We need to remove the 
last (58th) column of the data frame that indicates if the e-mail is considered spam (1) or 
non-spam (0) as it is not going to participate in the test step.

To remove the column, we will use the cbind() function that helps filter out columns that 
are not needed in the resulting data set. 

__1. Enter the following command: 
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spamdb <- cbind(all[,1:57])

This command will build the spamdb object with all the records from the all data set and 
columns from 1 through 57. 

Part 5 - Build the Test Data Set 
So, we have the "training" set represented by the spamdb object.  But where do we get a 
spam / non-spam email or, better still, a batch of emails and how do we build a vector of 
attributes in the proper format?  

No worries. This is a regular software development job; for this exercise, we will re-use 
the spamdb data frame as the test data set.  This approach has the following benefits:

1. We know in advance that if we apply the k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm with 
k=1, it should identify all the spam / non-spam records correctly (the only 
neighbor will be the record being tested)

2. We will be able to see how the quality of the algorithm may decline with 
increased number of neighbors as there will appear conflicting votes potentially 
resulting in false positives (a non-spam email classified as spam) or the reverse 
classification (spam marked as non-spam)

3. It will demonstrate the ability of the algorithm to effectively process a batch of 
emails without us building that batch by hand (which, in itself, is a quite 
straightforward process)

__1.  Enter the following command: 

test<-cbind(all[,1:57])

This command will build the test data set.

Part 6 - Applying the k-Nearest Neighbors Algorithm 
So, now we have the training data set, spamdb, which is used as a spam filter and the test 
set.  We have everything to do the actual (and fun) job!  

The k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm in R is supported by the knn() function in the class 
package.  In most practical cases, knn() is called with the following named parameters: 

train - matrix or data frame of training set rows/cases (this is the spamdb data frame in 
our case)

test  - matrix or data frame of test set cases. A vector will be interpreted as a row vector 
for a single case (the test data frame, in our case)

cl - factor of true classifications of training set (we are going to build it in a moment)
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k  - a (small) number of neighbors considered 

Let's build the cl vector.  It will contain a vector of classification labels to indicate if the 
record is spam (the 'S' label) or non-spam (the 'N' label).  

Note: The S and N are also treated as two separate levels which you may see in some 
outputs.

In the training set, the first 1813 records represent spam emails and the remaining 2788 
records are non-spam.  Now we have enough information to build the cl vector.

__1.  Enter the following command: 

cl <- factor(c(rep("S",1813),rep("N",2788)))

The rep() function, in our case, replicates the character (S or N) passed as the first input 
parameter the number of times passed as the second input parameter. 

If you want to see the contents of the cl vector, type cl in the console and press Enter.

__2.  Enter the following command: 

library(class)

This command will load the class package that contains the knn() function.

And now, the moment of truth.

__3.    Enter the following command: 

summary(knn(spamdb, test, cl, k = 1))

After a short delay, you should see the following output:

   N    S 
2788 1813 

The summary() function summarizes the results of running the knn() function.

As you can see, the system correctly identified non-spam (marked with the N label) and 
spam (marked with the S label) emails.

This is due to the fact that we used k=1 and the algorithm simply matched up identical 
records from the training and test data sets.

Let's increase the number of neighbors from 1 to 3.

__4. Type the following command and press Enter. 
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summary(knn(spamdb, test, cl, k = 3))

You should see the following output (your output may differ in the last digits of the 
numbers):

   N    S 
2798 1803

As you see, now there are some wrong classifications: 10 spam emails were identified as 
non-spam. 

If you increase the number of neighbors to 5, you will have even more wrong e-mail 
classifications.

At this point, you can discuss the observed results with the other students in your class. 

 We are almost done in this lab.

__5. Enter q() 

__6. Enter n in the prompt to save workspace image. 

The RStudio environment should shut down.

__7. Close all open windows and editors.

This is the last step in this lab

Part 7 - Review
In this lab, we applied the k-Nearest Neighbors classification algorithm to filter out spam 
emails from a sample data set in the UCI's Machine Learning Repository 
(http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Spambase).
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Lab 3 - Simple Linear Regression
In this lab, we will build a simple linear regression model that uses a single numerical 
independent (predictor) variable X to predict the numerical dependent (response) variable 
Y.  With this model, we will be able to “regress” the response variable on the predictor 
variable.

The model that we are going to build will be expressed by the following mathematical 
formula:

Yi = A1Xi + A0  

where A1 and A0 are regression coefficients.

A1 is the slope for the population (positive or negative) that represents the expected 
change in Y per unit change in X  (∆Y/∆X)

A0  is the Y-intercept for the population (the predicted value of Y when the predictor 
variable is zero)..

Part 1 - Set up the Environment
__1. If it is not running, launch RStudio by clicking the short-cut on your Desktop. 

__2. Press Ctrl-L to clear the console.

Part 2 - Build the Model   
We will use the mtcars built-in data frame as input to the R's lm() function to describe the 
relationship between the engine power in HP (Y) and the weight of the car (X). 

__1. Type in the following command in the R console.

stats<-as.data.frame(mtcars[,c("hp", "wt")])
fit1 <- lm(hp ~ wt, data = mtcars)
print(fit1) 

You should see the following output of the print() command:

Call:
lm(formula = hp ~ wt, data = mtcars)

Coefficients:
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(Intercept)           wt  
     -1.821       46.160  

Note: You could also have omitted the named parameters formula and data so that the 
lm() function call could be simplified:

lm(hp ~ wt, mtcars) 

The slope (A1) is represented by the wt coefficient and it is 46.160 (positive); the 
intercept (A0) is  -1.821.

So our regression model's formula is:

    Y <- 46.16*X -1.821 

Let's verify how statistically reliable are the above regression coefficients (the model 
parameters). 

Part 3 - Check the Confidence Interval for Model Parameters
In this part of the lab, we will use the confint() function to compute confidence intervals 
for our two parameters in a fitted model: A1 and  A0  

__1. Type in the following command in the R console:

 confint(lm(hp ~ wt, mtcars))

You should see the following output:

                2.5 %   97.5 %
(Intercept) -67.83659 64.19475
wt           26.50257 65.81754

The default confidence interval in confint() is 95% and its critical values (lower and 
upper) are shown in the output as two values: 2.5 %  and 97.5 %  which are calculated as 
follows:

2.5%  is (100 – 95)/2 % 

97.5% is (100 – 2.5)% 

As you can see, the intercept has quite a wide range of statistically reliable values from 
-67.83659 to +64.19475, which is because we have a pretty high value of the A1  (wt) 
coefficient of 46.16 that has the range of statistically reliable values between 26.50257 
and 65.81754.    
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Such variation is explained by the presence of many outliers in the relationship as can be 
seen from the chart below that has the power of the engine across the Y-axis and the car 
weights on the X-axis.  Note: This chart was built for your reference using Excel.

Part 4 - Use Excel to Build a Simple Linear Regression Model 
Excel has the build-in function LINEST  that calculates the statistics for a straight line in 
the form of y = mx + b by using the least squares method that best fits user data.

In most cases, the function is used as follows:

 LINEST(Y, X)

X is optional; if X is omitted, it is assumed to be the array {1,2,3,...} that is the same size 
as Y. 

The range of X can include one or more sets of variables (so multiple regression models 
are supported).

LINEST returns an array of regression parameters that describe the line.

Slope:

=INDEX(LINEST(Y, X),1)

Y-intercept:

=INDEX(LINEST(Y, X),2)

As you can see, arguably, Excel may not be as convenient to use as R, for example, it 
does not reveal confidence interval for model parameters.

Starting in Excel 2007, the size of the grid expanded from 65,000 rows to over one 
million rows (http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff700514(v=office.14).aspx) which 
is still limiting in some cases.  
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Part 5 - Check Accuracy of the Models
In this part, we will look at how we can generate a large sample of input data to test the 
mathematical and statistical accuracy of R functions as well as measure the performance 
of R run-time.

We will generate 100,000 normally distributed values of Y that follow the Y = 2 * X 
relationship.  Y will have a standard deviation of 10 and a linearly growing mean to fit in 
the above straight line.

After the regression parameters are calculated by the lm() function, its summary should 
show that the coefficient is around 2 and the Y-intercept is around 0.

We will use the script editor window to enter in the code which we than will copy and 
paste into the main R console for execution.  In this way, you can stay inside the RStudio 
and optionally save the script for further references.

__1. From the menu bar, select File > New File > R Script. 

Alternatively you can press Ctrl-Shift-N

The R script editor window opens for the Untitled script. 

__2. In the script editor window, type in the following lines:

n <- 100000
k<-2 
m <- 5
std <- 10
y <- vector()
x <- 1:n
now <- Sys.time()
# y <- k*x
for (i in 1:n) {
   y[i] <- rnorm(1, mean = k*i, sd = 10)
}
print (paste ("Generating ", n, " random numbers took ", Sys.time() - 
now, " seconds"))
now <- Sys.time()
lm(y~x)
print (paste ("Building a simple linear regression model took ", 
Sys.time() - now, " seconds"))

Make sure you press Enter twice at the end of the script to make sure the last line is 
submitted to the R interpreter for execution.

__3. Select all the code in the R script editor window (Ctrl-A), Copy & Paste the 
clipboard content into the main R console window (which is right below the editor 
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window). 

Execution of the code start automatically line by line as all commands from the clipboard 
will be sequentially submitted to the R interpreter for execution.

Wait for the program to complete; at the end of the program run you should see this line: 

[1] "Building a simple linear regression model took  0....  seconds"

Part of the script's output is shown below (your output will differ, albeit slightly).

Call:
lm(formula = y ~ x)

Coefficients:
(Intercept)            x  
   -0.02398      2.00000  

As you see, the x coefficient is indeed 2 (very accurate due to the large data sample) and 
intercept is close to 0.

Execution time of the lm() function should be sub-second (again, the run-time metrics 
depend on your lab machine, which in the lab environment may be virtualized). 

The above result also illustrates the point that the rnorm() function for generating random 
numbers is stochastically robust and can be safely used in testing your models.

__4. Close the script editor window by clicking the X button in the Untitled1 tab.

__5. Click Don't Save in the prompt to save dialog that opens.

 We are almost done in this lab.

__6. Enter q() 

__7. Enter n in the prompt to save workspace image. 

The RStudio environment should shut down.

__8. Close all open windows and editors.

This is the last step in this lab.

Part 6 - Review
In this lab, we looked at how to build a simple linear regression model that uses a single 
numerical independent (predictor) variable X.

We used the confint() function to check the confidence interval for model parameters.

Then, we mentioned Microsoft Excel's LINEST function for building linear regression 
models.
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Finally, we showed how to quickly verify the accuracy of your model. 
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